
~SENIORS~

Madison DeMarois by Madison DeMarois, 12th

I’m Madison DeMarois, I like to ride my horse

Sadie, bother my boyfriend Dillon, hangout with

my family, I don’t have friends to say the least. I’m

currently working at Fairmont as a lifeguard,

fairmont federal prison as I call it lol. I’m super

interested in animal massage and hope I can

pursue it in the future. My favorite article I wrote

had to be about the new Netflix series about Tiger

king. It was my favorite because Tiger King is such

an odd person and I thought it would be fun to

learn more about him and what the series had to

bring.

My favorite part about journalism was probably

being able to express myself through my articles

and now I have become more confident in my

writing because of Mr. DeRosa and how I know he

likes how I write since it’s stupid and funny. This

summer I plan on working a lot since I graduate

and I’m taking a gap year so I’ll get money at

fairmont and hopefully I find what I want to do so I

can pursue it and love my job. I hope this showed

you a little about me and what I want to do. Do

good!

Izabell Roggeman by Izabell Roggeman

Hello fellow students! My name is Izabell

Roggeman, and I'm a senior that’s graduating very

soon. I enjoy writing, playing on my xbox, playing

with my pup, Annabelle, going for stress-free drives

to view the Montana scenery with my boyfriend,



and fixing my car. I wrote two different articles this

year on anxiety & stress and how to manage anxiety

& stress. It was by far my favorite article, mainly

because I strive to calm down both. I’m a very

anxious and stressed human being, it runs in my

family as well as i’ve experienced the trauma for it.

So learning different ways to help manage it and

being able to post it out for others to hopefully gain

from makes me happy.

I liked being in journalism and writing in the

school newspaper because it allowed me to take

time to escape reality. In which I could take a

breather, and write small articles that would

strengthen my skills in something I enjoy doing. I

was allowed to write anything I desired within the

deemed “appropriate” status that the school

newspaper has to hold.

This summer I turn 18 and plan to find a really

good paying job as more opportunities will be

available. After a while of working and saving up

more money I plan to move out and into my own

place with my pup. From there I'll continue to fix

up my car as it’s a 2007 Saab 9-3 2.0T with 175,000

miles and will need the attention. I advise everyone

to devote time to SAVING! I know being young we

all want to spend money. But in the future it helps

to have a hefty amount saved, especially with prices

nowadays.

Life is full of adventures, some of which I never

took due to my mental health and financial

problems. I say, even if you can’t afford to do the

pricey trips, you can afford to get out and make

your own adventures. You can learn anything you

put your mind to and it’s going to be worth it in the

long run.

Wow She’s Cool by Tommi DeMarois-Brodie

Hello, my name is Tommi DeMarois-Brodie and I

am a senior at Anaconda High School. I am an

editor for the Straggler newspaper and I’ve written

a few articles here and there. My favorite article I've

written is “Senioritis,” because it is very relatable,

honest, and humorous. One thing I enjoy about my

classmates in my Journalism class, is that they all

are very vocal and comedic in the classroom. What

I also enjoy about my Journalism class is reading

and editing articles. I learn a lot about different

music bands, history, current events, and my

classmates.

A little about myself is that I am happiest when I

am spending time with my friends. I love

houseplants, dogs, caffeine, movies, and sunshine.

I do not like snow or anything cold. After I graduate

on June 3rd (I know so excitingly soon), I plan to

work throughout the summer to save up some

dollar bills for college. This fall I will be attending

The University of Montana to pursue a degree in

Political Science on a Pre-Law track! So I can

eventually become a judge, or politician, or

something like that. I am thankful for where

Anaconda High School has led me to be. However, I

will not miss high school at all. #Peaceoutfools



All About Me by Elisha M.

I was born with the name Elisha M. Malcom, and I

am in the 12th grade. Some of my hobbies include

sewing, crafting, reading, and hiking. I mostly sew

skirts at the moment. I am also sewing a quilt.

Sometimes I sell the crafts I make, like earrings and

magnets. The price for them ranges from $10-$25.

My favorite book series to read is The School for

Good and Evil. It is about two friends who go to a

magic school for fairytales. I would suggest you

read this series if you can. Hiking is one of my

favorite things to do because it helps me calm

down. My favorite article I wrote this year was

about Ching Shih. She was a very powerful pirate

who was in charge of the Red Flag Fleet. In

Journalism, I liked how we got to choose what we

waited to write for our article. Along with how

everyone got to share the ideas. I would suggest

this class to people who like to write. This summer,

I am going to go swimming and do lots of yard

work. Hopefully, I will be able to paddle board.

What are you doing this summer?

Alaskan Assassin by Taylor Houlberg Murray

My name is Taylor Houlberg Murray and I am a

senior in the 12th grade and here is a little bit about

myself. My favorite hobbies are building lego

creations using nothing but my mind, reading

books, hiking, snowboarding, fishing, and other

things that I like. Some things that I am interested

in are learning how to build my own robot, getting

a job at LegoLand as a lego builder, and also

interested in being a chef at a restaurant in another

state. The kind of work that I would like to do is

join the Coast Guard and be a swimmer for them or

to work for the Navy and be an engine person in the

engines room of the cruisers or battleships.

My favorite article that I wrote for my Journalism

class was the very first one about me talking about

Alaska and its history because my family and I

originally came from Juneau, Haines, Ketchikan,

And Sitka, Alaska. The thing I liked about

Journalism was writing the articles and sending

them into the Newsletter. My summer plans for

this summer is either getting a summer job before I

go to Anaconda Job Corps or just going to

Anaconda Job Corps after high school. My wrap-up

message to the people who read this is that I hope

to see you all during the summer and to hope that I

take you guys on a tour of the Job Corp in

Anaconda, Montana one of these days.



~JUNIORS~

Vivian Andersen by Vivian Andersen

My name is Vivian Andersen and I’m a junior. I

work at the ARA. To be vague, my hobbies are

music, art, and the outdoors. I like to shoot guns,

but I prefer archery. I ride my quad in the woods a

lot. I love an excuse to try something new. I’m

always down to meet new people. In general, my

favorite article I wrote was the random animal facts

one. But, I enjoyed writing the one about Terra

Firma Forme, too. I avoided the topic for years, and

ignored it when it was brought up, so being able to

take the time to accept having it and write about it

was a great opportunity to be more okay in my own

skin.

I loved being in Mr. DeRosa’s last journalism class

at Anaconda High School. Everyday there was

something fun in store. You never have to worry

about if you have enough time to do something or

not. You get a lot of creative liberty for your

articles. You get better writing skills and presenting

skills. In general, I would've recommended his class

if he wasn’t leaving.

This summer I plan on doing as much as I can. It’s

my last high school summer and I want to make the

most of it with friends and family. I also plan on

traveling to California, Washington and possibly

Oregon, going to all the places I used to live and

spreading a little of my mom's ashes.

If you're a sophomore going into your junior year,

it’s not as bad as everyone makes it seem. So far it’s

been my favorite year of high school. Sure there are

a lot of tests and assignments, but as long as you do

everything on time you’ll get through the year like

it’s a breeze. I haven’t done a single page of

homework outside of school and I have an ‘A’ in

basically every class. As far as math goes, if you

have Mrs. Schneider you’ll do great. If you’re a

junior going into senior year like me, all I’ve gotta

say is venture out of who your typical friends would

be. It’s your last year, if bridges burn over the next

year, don’t stress it. There’s plenty of people around

to replace them and you probably never have to see

them after the next year is done. STICK TO IT AND

GRADUATE!!!!!

This Is Me by Joselyn Fullmer (aka J-Money)

Hey gang gang. I am Joselyn Fullmer. I’m a

Junior this year. A bit about me: I enjoy painting,

reading, writing, sketching, sleeping, and being

myself. I wrote many a fantastic article this year,

but I would have to say that my favorite one was

the one about Danny DeVito. Not only was this my

favorite one to write, but it was the first one I ever

did. I loved making the school newsletter and being

in journalism this year. I liked the relaxed rules of

what we could write, especially. Not to mention

that I got the chance to be in a class with DeRosa

again. During the summer, I plan on chillin’ with

family and friends. Especially my cute girlfriend. I

recommend going outside and napping on the grass

under the sun. Or under the moon. Or both. Read

outside under a tree, or paint the mountains. Dance

in the rain. Watch a tv show while you clean. Just

generally be you. Because everyone else is already

taken.



Hello People by Elain Chaney

Hello my name is Elain Chaney, and I am a Junior

At Anaconda High School. My hobbies are video

games, drawing, singing, and I like to learn

sometimes. The things I like to draw are more

creatures. I like to sing sometimes by myself. The

interests I like are traveling, art, and learning

languages. I do krav maga, and I am a level one

instructor. My favorite article was Jurassic World

Dominion because I love dinosaurs; Jurassic

movies are my favorite. The things that go on in

Journalism are fun and make newsletters also fun.

The plans for summer are mostly going to

Pow-wow and hanging out with family and friends.

Also, if you do not know what that is, Pow-wows

are a sacred social gathering held by many North

American indigenous communities. A modern

pow-wow is a specific type of event for Native

American people to meet and dance, sing, socialize

and honor their cultures. Pow wows may be private

or public. It’s sometimes hard in life, but you can

do it just believe.

~SOPHOMORES~

Tanner Mcdonald by Tanner Mcdonald

My name is Tanner Mcdonald, and I am in 10th

grade. Some of my hobbies that I like to do are

lifting, fishing, hunting, fly tying, trapping, hiking,

camping, and float tubing. Some of the things I am

interested in are knowing more about wildlife and

fly tying. Also, learning more about the law. I don't

currently have a job, but what I do is if someone

offers me a job that I can do I'll just help them out

and do it. Some of the plans I have for this summer

are to go fishing a lot and get better at tying flies,

but also focusing on football and becoming a better

athlete with the sports I do. I’d like to spend time

with my family too, camping and float tubing. What

I liked about journalism is that it's a very easy and

chill class and making the school newsletter was

fun too. The class gets you a lot better with

writing/typing. My favorite article that I wrote was

probably about fly tying because I am starting to

get more knowledge about it. I am getting better at

it, and it is fun to explain and fun to show. Have a

nice summer!



Jamie Brown by Jamie Brown

Hi, I’m Jamie Brown. I'm in 10th grade. I work at

Fairmont Hot Springs Resort in the pool. I like

writing (when I know what to write about), I enjoy

hanging out with the people who are closest to me.

My favorite article I wrote this year was the one

about suicide rates in teens in Montana. I picked

that topic because I felt like it was very informative

and everyone needs to know that sometimes their

words affect others. The things I liked about

journalism and about making the school newsletter

was being able to have creativity in my articles, and

being able to write about things I was passionate

about. Some of my summer plans include working,

spending time with friends and family, going to

Idaho in July to watch the “Masked Singer Live”,

and hopefully spending a lot of time outdoors. I

hope you all have a wonderful summer.

Congratulations to the senior class of 2022! I’ll see

you all next year!!

ROWDY! by Rowdy Barber

I AM ROWDY! I am in 10th grade and music is my

favorite thing. I play drums, bass, and guitar. (Not

well though). I listen to music way too much. I have

a very wide variety of music interests, but I am a

self proclaimed “metalhead.” I like Death Metal,

Black Metal, Thrash Metal, etc. You name it, I

probably like it. Some of my favorite metal bands

include EYEHATEGOD, Cannibal Corpse, Type O

Negative, SLAYER, and many, many more. I love

going to concerts. (Mainly metal shows!) I’ve been

to eight concerts and my favorite sets are “Gwar”

and “EYEHATEGOD.” I go into a mosh pit any

chance I get. This year I wrestled and ran track and

plan to do both next year plus football. My favorite

article I wrote this year would have been the one

about the Norwegian black metal scene if DeRosa

did not edit it very heavily. So, it's either the three I

wrote about IGOR by Tyler the Creator or the one

about why I think we should exile MGK to space.

The IGOR one is very good and well thought out.

The MGK one is funny. I could talk about a lot of

things I liked about this class, but one thing I regret

a little bit was making DeRosa wait for an article

for a long time every time one was due. This

summer I'm gonna lift weights, hangout with

friends, go to football practices, and hopefully see

some concerts. Have a good day, please don't die. :)



Cool Caity by Caitlyn Shelton

My name is Caitlyn Shelton, preferably Caity.

Here’s a little bit about me. I’m 16 and I’m a

sophomore. In my spare time I like to swim, make

candles and soaps, longboard, go on long drives,

walks, and I like to hang out with my friends and

family. Out of all the articles I wrote this school

year I think my all time favorite would have to be

my article titled, “A Day in the Life of Mr. DeRosa.”

This year I really enjoyed getting to write more and

getting to know my classmates more. This summer

I plan to keep working, go swimming, skating with

my friends, go back to New York and go on lots of

long drives with my friends and family. I hope you

have an amazing summer but for now peace out

homies.✌

Opeyopilis by Evyn Wolke

My name is Evyn Wolke. I prefer Avery or Opey.

I'm currently in the 10th grade. My hobbies are

drawing, trash dancing and making unnecessary

commentary on my friends' poor actions.

I’m well known for saying things at the wrong time

and or wrong place. The article I wrote this year

that really tickles my fancy is the article that

expresses my immense distaste for children. What I

like about journalism is how important it makes me

feel, like I'm above you all. For summer I plan on

swimming and staying alive. Have a great

summer!!



The Life of the Coolest Dude on the Planet by

Thomas Fortier

Hi, my name is Thomas Fortier and I am in the

10th grade. In this article I'm going to be telling you

a little bit about myself. I was born in Bozeman,

Montana on March 29, 2006. Me and my family

moved a lot when I was growing up. I ended up

moving to Anaconda when I was in the 4th grade

due to most of my family living over here. I picked

up a lot of hobbies when I moved here like hanging

out with my friends, sports, paper chasin, and

playing video games. For sports, I currently play

football, track, and I wrestle. I've tried almost every

sport. I just didn't like them as much as I liked the

three listed above. I'm also a sandwich artist at

Subway. I liked journalism because Mr. DeRosa

gave us lots of freedom on what we could write

about as long as it is school appropriate, and that's

why I liked the class. This summer the only plans I

particularly have are going camping, working, and

hanging out with my friends. Thanks for reading

my articles this year. See ya next year!

Not so Interesting Facts by Ava Walker

My name is Ava Walker, and I'm a sophomore at

AHS. A few things about me are that I'm originally

from Fernley, Nevada, and I moved up here in

August 2021. I have family in Polson and Bigfork. I

do cheerleading and I do my own nails. I'd say I'm

quite funny. My humor is dark and consists of

joking about my trauma as well as dad jokes. I only

joined this class for the second semester, so my

favorite article I wrote was the one about Lindsay’s

pet shrimp. RIP. I truly enjoyed this class because I

could write about anything that was appropriate.

This summer I will be headed back down to Nevada

to nanny for my cousin. You won't be seeing me

until the end of the summer. I'll see you guys next

year… or not ;)



Green-Haired Gal by Lindsay Trainor

My name is Lindsay Trainor. I work at Subway. I

enjoy singing and writing. I don’t really have an

eventful life yet here I am sharing it. I am a

sophomore. I have a little cavalier poodle named

Gus and he is my best friend. I have 5 siblings,

oldest 18 youngest born May 4th, 2022. My favorite

article I wrote this year was the one I did on

Giraffes simply because they are my favorite

animals. I absolutely loved this class because you

have the freedom to write about what you want and

it is a pretty laid back class. I won’t be doing much

over the summer because I will be working.

Remember, high school is 4 years of your life's

journey, don’t take it for granted. See you all next

year!

Taylor Evans by Taylor Evans

~Freshmen~

Tristan Frossard by Tristan Frossard

Hello. I’m Tristan Frossard, and I'm a freshman. I

don’t do a lot with my spare time. Mostly game.

The sad part is for the amount of time I spend

gaming, I’m absolute trash at all of it. I read on the

occasion when I feel like actually using my

0.000001 of a brain cell. I do a lot of sleeping when

it's convenient for me and inconvenient for others.

I worked over the summer in construction and

didn’t do anything else. I don't have a personal

favorite article I wrote this year; I just enjoyed

making them all. However, the fun of it was seeing

how much I could make my hatred of people bleed

through and yet still seem like I’m being helpful

and informative. But if I had to pin a best article of

the year on one of them, it would be Halo Reach.

Although I was about to do one on DOOM Eternal

and that would’ve been the best one by far.

My favorite part about journalism is the distinct

work needed. 1 article a week with a week of editing

and it was just chill the rest of the time. Sweet! My

summer plans are work, eat, sleep, repeat. You all

should do something fun because I won’t. And

finally a good wrap up message…hmmm, don’t got

one of those that doesn’t sound overused. So let's

do some on the spot thinking. Oh got it. There’s a

fine line between sanity and insanity.



The Manliest of Men by Dez Brown

As far as articles go, I never could have guessed I’d

be writing about this topic. But, I’m writing about it

nonetheless, so, without further ado, here’s Dez

Brown. I am a man, and I’m super fresh, so I guess

that makes me a freshman. This school year was a

great one, and I’m sure that it was mostly because

of my awesome journalism teacher, Mr. DeRosa.

He encourages us as a class to be passionate and

follow our interests.

One of those interests is my favorite article of the

year. The article I wrote about Beach House.

Personally, I love the artist, so the article was

predisposed to be one of my favorites. This article

was made with a lot more intent than a majority of

my other articles. I realized my articles were getting

too short for my liking, so I decided to make a

checklist, which I think paid off. It resulted in

-what I think- was a better structured, more

informative, and overall better article.

To be honest, though, I think all of the articles

were great and I hope all of the other journalists

feel the same. Journalism taught me a lot about

writing in a newsletter. It taught me to look in

many different places for information and how to

cooperate with others by editing the articles. It also

helped me raise awareness for some great music

artists!

Among writing articles, I like to do a lot of

different things. My favorite thing to do is sleep,

but I also draw, write, play video games, and watch

movies. As far as summer goes, I’ll probably just

spend it sleeping and playing video games. My

favorite video games right now are Batman:

Arkham Knight and Cyberpunk 2077. I like the

combat, strategy, and story aspects of both games.

In Batman: Arkham Knight, I’m a big fan of the

mystery. It was really difficult to guess who the

Arkham Knight was, but when his true identity is

revealed, you notice all of the hints and clues that

point to his true identity (no spoilers here). In

Cyberpunk 2077, I really liked the characters. I also

really liked that there were multiple different

endings depending on which side quests you

complete.

I can’t wait for summer! I hope you have a great

summer, and I’ll see you all next year!

Dominic Willis by Dominic Willis

My name is Dominic Willis, and I am a freshman.

I have many hobbies because I will be interested in

a new thing every month. My top favorite things are

music, playing video games, and learning how to do

tricks with things. Usually it's some sort of toy. For

example, I solve rubiks cubes, do yo-yo tricks, and

butterfly knife tricks. I play guitar and recently

started learning bass. I used to play a little bit of

drums, but I had to get rid of my drum kit. I really

enjoy reading manga for hours with nice rain

sounds playing on YouTube. I read most in the



summer when we go camping and fishing every

weekend. Reading on the boat in the lake is really

relaxing, and it's one of my favorite things to do

during the summer.

My favorite article that I wrote was my Radiohead

article because Radiohead is one of my favorite

bands, and I enjoy writing about topics I feel really

comfortable with. I struggled a lot to find a good

topic, but once I found one, I really enjoyed writing

about it. That's the reason I wanted to do

Journalism because I absolutely love writing.

Looking at my finished product is always very

satisfying, and writing alone is just relaxing and

can help take your mind off of things. Alos, you can

focus on the things you like. I was only in

Journalism for half of the year, but it was one of my

favorite classes, and I wish I did get to have it the

whole year. It was a class I looked forward to

everyday and I will miss it.

Bonnie Hale by Bonnie Hale

My name is Bonnie Hale. I’m in the 9th grade.

Some of my hobbies are hanging out with my

friends, hiking, and camping. My favorite article I

wrote this year was probably Human Life because I

thought it was very interesting to know about how

each of us were created and the ideas behind

humans. I think that it’s cool how the whole school

gets sent The Straggler issues, and that is a main

reason why I enjoy Journalism. This summer I

want to travel to California and go to Disneyland

with my family. I would then like to spend my

summer with my friends and family. I want to

travel a lot during the summer. I hope you have fun

in the sun!

Trae by Trae .S.

My name is Trae S. I am a ninth grade student

and I work at West Hill Auto. My favorite thing to

do is hangout with my friends. What we do is go

riding or partying. My favorite article is Ozzy

Osbourne because he is crazy. What i'm doing for

this summer is working, hanging out with friends

and riding. “If it ain’t covered in mud, it ain’t a real

truck."

Bryce Nelson by Bryce Nelson

My name is Bryce Nelson, and I am in ninth

grade. I like playing football, lifting, sleeping,

trucks, and camping. I was born in Butte and have

lived in Anaconda my whole life. My favorite article

that I wrote in journalism this year was the list of



things you should bring camping. It was my

favorite article because I thought it was funny and I

like camping. I liked journalism because we got a

lot of time to do our work, which helped us figure

out what we wanted to write about and how to say

it. The newsletter was fun to write because we got a

lot of freedom on what to write about. This summer

I will be spending a lot of time with my family. I

suppose I should probably get a job so I'm not

broke. This school year has been pretty fun, and I

look forward to 3 more years.

Jesse Johnson by Jesse Johnson

Grade: 9. I like to grow plants, and I work as a

dishwasher. The article I wrote that I liked was the

one where I wrote about why not to have kids. The

reason why is because it’s overrated. Wait, I got on

the newsletter? Get my life together. Just be

yourself, get some wealth and better mental health.

Nighthawk by Tony DeRosa

Hello! I am writing an article in the school

newsletter because students asked me to put one

together for the final issue. Many of you know me

as Mr. DeRosa or by my alias Nighthawk. My full

name is Anthony Bartholomew DeRosa, but I only

hear that name when I tie a rubber band around

the kitchen faucet sprayer at my mom’s house.

Anyway, if you didn’t know, I’m a teacher here at

Anaconda High!

I’ve been teaching for five years; three of those

years have been in Anaconda. I teach English, but

I’m also the Yearbook and Journalism teacher, the

Film Club and National Honor Society advisor, and

the person walking around the halls being loud.

Speaking of Journalism, I have enjoyed reading all

of the articles students created this year. It’s neat to

see each of them take an interest in various topics

for the newsletter. It takes courage to have your

writing presented to the entire high school, and I’m

proud of each of them and their articles!

I don’t know if many of you are aware of this fact,

but teachers do have lives outside of this school. So,

no, we don’t live and sleep here. I, like many, have

hobbies outside of 515 Main St. For instance, my

favorite pastime is rotating through several shows

I’ve seen multiple times to serve as background

noise while I scroll through three or four apps.

Also, I enjoy kicking ice cubes under the

refrigerator when they fall on the floor. Who wants

to pick that up? Not me. When I’m not making the

kitchen floor look like Frozen, or rewatching New

Girl to keep the absolute silence and infinite

nothingness of the abyss at bay, I like to talk to my

two cats. They aren’t excellent conversationalists,

but they are great at staring intently.

Over the summer, I plan to mountain bike and see

family and friends. Typically, I make a summer trip

to my favorite bike parks and riding spots:

Discovery, Big Sky, Copper City, Targhee, Teton

Pass, and Kelly Canyon. However, this summer will

be different as I move back to Gallatin Valley. I’m

excited for this change, but I will miss the students

and staff of AJSHS. I have had so much fun with

the students in my classroom over the last three

years. I hope that they all learned something along

the way. I know I sure did.

I hope all of you students get out and start your

adventure after high school. Broaden your

horizons! Experiences new places and different

cultures! Eat corn the correct way!

~COOL BEANS


